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mal prose (see  6.102    ). Readers of print sources should assume that any 
punctuation at the end of an e- mail address or URL belongs to the sen-
tence. URLs as hypertext should point to the URL, ignoring the surround-
ing punctuation (some applications do this automatically). For dividing 
e- mail addresses and URLs at the end of a line, see  7.42    . 

   Chicago’s Q&A forum, which can be found at http://www.chicagomanualofstyle
.org, has attracted much constructive comment. 

 Write to me at grammar88@parsed- out.edu.    

  Punctuation in Relation to Closing Quotation Marks 

  6.9      Periods and commas in relation to closing quotation marks.    Periods and com-
mas precede closing quotation marks, whether double or single. (An 
apostrophe at the end of a word should never be confused with a clos-
ing single quotation mark; see  6.115    .) This is a traditional style, in use 
well before the fi rst edition of this manual (1906). For an exception, see 
 7.75    . See also  table 6.1 . 

   Growing up, we always preferred to “bear those ills we have.” 
 “Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,” she replied.   

 In an alternative system, sometimes called British style (as described in 
 The Oxford Style Manual ; see  bibliog. 1.1 ), single quotation marks are used, 
and only those punctuation points that appeared in the original mate-
rial should be included within the quotation marks; all others follow the 
closing quotation marks. (Exceptions to the rule are widespread: periods, 
for example, are routinely placed inside any quotation that begins with 
a capital letter and forms a grammatically complete sentence.) Double 

table 6.1. Punctuation relative to closing quotation marks and parentheses or brackets

Closing mark  Double or single quotation marks* Parentheses or brackets†

Period Inside Inside or outside; see 6.13  
Comma Inside Outside
Semicolon Outside Outside
Colon Outside Outside
Question mark or 

exclamation point
Inside or outside; see 6.10  Inside or outside; see 6.70 , 6.74  

Em dash  Inside or outside; see 6.84   Outside

*See also 6.9 , 6.70 , 6.74 .   †See also 6.53 , 6.96 , 6.99 , 6.101 .
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